Plane crashes near Lake George

Washington, D.C. — The nation's capital was rocked by a powerful explosion in the early hours of this morning, as a commuter train derailed on the bridge leading to the White House. The explosion caused widespread panic and left several people injured.

Washington (AP) — A powerful explosion in the early hours of this morning caused widespread panic in the nation's capital. The explosion, which sent a shockwave through the city, was caused by a commuter train derailing on the bridge leading to the White House. Several people were injured in the incident, which caused widespread chaos and disruption to traffic.
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Apollomen walk again

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Senate passed President Johnson's bill today, which will provide for the first time ever, the right of a woman to have a legal abortion.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate passed President Johnson's bill today, which will provide for the first time ever, the right of a woman to have a legal abortion.

Camera broken by sun

SPACE CENTER, Houston, Jan. 18—A camera on board the Apollo 11 spacecraft was destroyed by the sun's rays yesterday, leaving the astronauts with no way to record their historic journey.

Happy New Year

Laird: more infiltration

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Secretary of Defense said today that the United States is facing an increasing threat from North Korea. He said the North Koreans are building more and more missile bases in the area.

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Secretary of Defense said today that the United States is facing an increasing threat from North Korea. He said the North Koreans are building more and more missile bases in the area.

General strike hits Italy

Rome (AP) — The Italian government today announced a general strike nationwide, as a protest against the recent strike in Italy. The government said that it would impose salary cuts and other austerity measures.

Rome (AP) — The Italian government today announced a general strike nationwide, as a protest against the recent strike in Italy. The government said that it would impose salary cuts and other austerity measures.

Market stumbles for loss

NEW YORK (AP) — The stock market fell today, as investors became concerned about the future of the economy. The Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped more than 200 points.

NEW YORK (AP) — The stock market fell today, as investors became concerned about the future of the economy. The Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped more than 200 points.

Church property tax viewed

NEW YORK (AP) — The city council is considering a bill to allow churches to be taxed. The proposal has been met with mixed reactions, as some people believe it is unfair to tax religious institutions.
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